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Dominic Binks

As an expert in embedded software, Dominic Binks is 
chiefly responsible for designing and overseeing the 
architecture of the company’s successful ai3™ sound 
recognition software platform, which was 
demonstrated running on a Cortex-M0+ chip at 
tinyML Summit in February 2020. Before joining the 
company he held a number of positions at Qualcomm 
in Cambridge, UK and San Diego, where he was part 
of Qualcomm’s core Android porting team.
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What is tinyML?

7

• ML running, typically at the edge, with power levels of mW or less

• As with all lower power systems tinyML systems are an amalgam of
• Sophisticated power management hardware

• Exploitation of hardware acceleration

• Software developed for compactness and efficiency

• Aggressive power saving under software control

• tinyML systems also require specialist, optimised ML models which drive all of the above

• Generally larger models have better accuracy but inference uses more resource

• Lots of research on all the above, but what about the data used to train the model?
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tinyML needs tiny models

8

• Great tools and hardware becoming available for running models at low-power

• Greater code size reduction possible with specific target application in mind
• Prune unused or low value code

• Power consumption is driven by model size and complexity

• How do we create small models?

• Having great data allows us to improve sound recognition tasks through
• Specific features that only make sense for sound recognition tasks
• Smaller models using existing techniques
• Improving evaluation metrics (e.g. PSDS – a performance metric for sound recognition tasks)
• Develop new network architectures and structures
• Apply novel approaches to training
• Utilize bespoke model compression techniques

• Data is the fuel of the machine learning engine
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Scalable, high-performance
ML pipeline specifically

designed for sound event

and scene recognition tasks

ai3™ 
micro 

inference 
platform

Processing

Labelling

Augmentation

Data 
collection

Evaluation

Training Compression

Deployment

Alexandria™ AuditoryNET™
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If size matters, then data 
matters
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tinyML needs great data

11

Model only as good 
as the data

Understand 
environment

Measure against 
“truth”

Collect carefully
Understand how 
collected data can 
be handled

Catalogue collected 
data

Consider privacy Consider permission
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What is true?

12

• Sometimes data isn’t quite what you expect

• Some sounds don’t actually sound as you think

• Sometimes capture via a sensing device is different from reproduction
• Some sounds cannot easily (or at all) be replicated by a loudspeaker
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Which is the real glass break?

13
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Building tiny models needs 
deep understanding of the 
target data
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Our Data Repository - Alexandria

• Developed a taxonomy of sounds
• Currently has 700+ classes

• Broken down into three top levels
• Anthrophony
• Biophony
• Geophony

• Hierarchical in nature

• Additionally Alexandria provides
• Filenames
• Traceability (where recordings are split)
• Label data
• License/permission to use
• Recording session details etc
• Access control

• Essential for our ML research and engineering

15
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Labelling

16

• Labelling is use-case driven

• How expensive are missed detections and false positives?
• Is a baby cry detection less important than smoke alarm?

• What constitutes a detection?

• When do you report a new detection?
• With smoke alarm beeps being around 300ms notifying each would be absurd

• How much do you need to observe before notification makes sense?

• These factors affect training and evaluation
• The better the data and labelling, the better the model development

• Different phases of model development may require different metrics

• Different use cases may use different labels
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Example: Baby crying

Fine labelsFine labels

Episodic Episodic

Episodic

How do 
we label 
this?

Weak label
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Key observations
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• You must know your data

• You need to know where your data has come 
from

• You need to know how your data was 
captured

• You need to know what is true

• If you need to operate with different 
hardware:
• You need to know how close your data source is 

to perfect
• You need to know how different the different 

pieces of hardware are

• You need to deal with the data collected 
carefully

• You need to label your data carefully

What we’ve learned

19

Optimised
ML

Compact
software

High 
Quality

data

tinyML
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Tiny models are a consequence

20

• The better data we’ve collected the smaller our models turned out

• The better data we’ve collected the better performance our models have delivered

• There is a cusp where we reach peak accuracy and bigger models perform less well

• The models remain small enough to fit into microcontrollers without quantization
• We could quantize but because we optimise for size all the way along the pipeline it’s usually 

unnecessary
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11b Nuffield Road

Cambridge
CB4 1TF, UK

info@audioanalytic.com
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Thank you
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